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SOME EXAMPLES OF CYCLIC VECTORS
IN THE DIRICHLET SPACE
LEON BROWN AND WILLIAM COHN1
ABSTRACT. We consider the Hilbert space of analytic functions in the open
unit disc that have a finite Dirichlet integral.
For E, a closed subset of the
unit circle with logarithmic capacity zero, we construct a function in this space
which is uniformly continuous, vanishes on E, and is cyclic with respect to the

shift operator.

For A, the open unit disk in the complex plane, let D be the space of functions
/ analytic on A with finite Dirichlet integral

ll

\f'\2dxdy < oo.

If / has a Taylor expansion
oo

/(z) = £

f(n)zn,

71= 0

then

oo

||/||2EE£(n+l)|/(n)|2
n=0

defines a norm on D which makes D a Hilbert space. The problem of identifying
the cyclic vectors in D, that is, those functions / such that the set Pf = {pf: p a
polynomial} is dense in D was studied in [1], Denote by [/] the closure of Pf. The
following result was established.

THEOREMA [1, THEOREM5]. If f is any function in D whose radial limit
vanishes on a set of positive logarithmic

capacity then f is not cyclic.

Recall that if / e D and T is the unit circle then

f*(eie) = lim f(reie)
r—>l~

exists for e%e€ T\E where E is a set of zero logarithmic capacity depending on /;
see [4, Chapter IV, Théorème I] for a stronger result.
Question 12 of [1] asks if the converse of Theorem A holds for an outer function
f € D. That is, letting Z(f) denote the zero set of /* for an outer function /, if
Z(f*) has zero logarithmic capacity, must / be cyclic? In fact, no examples were
given in [1] of cyclic vectors / for which Z(f) was uncountable.
In this note, we modify a construction presented by Carleson (see the proof of
Theorem 4 in [2]) to obtain the following result.
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THEOREM B. Let E be a closed subset of the circle T of zero logarithmic capacity. Then there exists a function f G D which is continuous on the closed disk

A, cyclic in D and Z(f) = E.
In the literature there are several definitions of logarithmic capacity. We choose
to use the one presented in Chapter III of [3]. We prefer the kernel to be positive
for r = \z —w\, z,ui 6 A, and set, following the notation of [3],

í í + log4,

m = \0,

i>-log4,

*<-log4,

and
K(r) = H(\ogl/r)
It is a simple matter
kernel K as in [3] are
other authors.
If E is a bounded
support contained in
potential

= log+(4/r).

to verify that the sets of capacity zero obtained by using the
the same as the sets of logarithmic capacity zero obtained by
Borel set, let Te be the class of positive measures p with
E such that Up(z) < 1, z G E, where Uu is the logarithmic

Up{z)=f K(\z-w\)dp(w).
Also, define the energy integral I(p),

I{p)=
The (logarithmic)

fuu(z)dp(z)=

capacity Ck{E)

í i'K(\z-w\)dß(w)dp{z).
of E is defined by the relation

cap(-E) = Ck{E) = sup p(E) = sup ||p||.
P-&Te

ßETE

If E is compact there exists a unique measure o in Te such that ||<t|| = cav(E); see
Theorem 6, p. 20 in [3]. The potential Ua is called the conductor potential for E.
With this notation and theory established we are ready to begin the proof of

Theorem B.
If E is a compact subset of T and cap(i?) = 0 we may choose closed subsets /„
of T each consisting of finitely many closed arcs such that

(i)£Ç/n,n

= l,2,...,

(u)Er=iCap(/„)1/2<œ,

(m)rr=i'«= £-

Let Un be the conductor

potential

for /„ and <r„ the unique

measure

defining

this potential. We claim that
(1) Un = 1 p.p. on /„, i.e., Un = 1 on /„ except possibly on a set of capacity
zero;

(2) 0 < Un < 1;

(3) Iknll=cap(/„).
These three claims follow easily from [3, Theorem
15] and the definition of an. We also claim that

(4) <xn(0)2log2 4 + ¿Xi

\ân(k)\2/k
àn(k)

4, p. 19 and Theorem

< cap(/„), where

- r e-M,
e-**°dan(ß)

= —

•* J-rt
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For this, from (2) and (3) we have
I fan) < I Un{z)dan(z)

< crn(In) = \\<jn\\ = cap(J„).

By [4, Proposition 3, p. 35] we have
/(^)

= ^(o)2iog24+^;^

Mfc)l2

See the proof of [1, Theorem 5] for details. This proves (4).
By representing Un as the Poisson Integral of Un(e%9) and using properties (1)
and (2) above, we see that for each n we may choose 0 < rn < 1 so close to 1 that

Un{rneie) > \,

îore^eE;

such an rn exists since In is a union of finitely many arcs. Let U* be the harmonic
conjugate of Un on the disk A which vanishes at 0 and set
<Pn(z) = Un(rnz)

Since ipn is analytic

+ iU*(rnz),

z e A.

on A it is clear that <pn G D. We proceed to estimate

\\<pn\\-

First,
IPn(O) = an(T)ln4

= an(0)ln4.

Next, for k > 0 and h(t) = ln4/\l - eH\,

<pn{k)= 2rknÛn(k)= 2rknh7cZ(k)
= 2rknh(k)an(k) = r!^±.

Thus,
\<Pn\\2< |ân(0)|2log24 + £(*

+ 1)^P-

< 2 cap(/n),

fc=i

where we have used (4). It follows now that Yl fn is in D and

\£i<Pn\ < V2j2CaP(In)1/2 < OO.
Furthermore,

since 0 < Re <pn(z) < 1 for z G A, we have that

f(z) = exp(-^<pn(z)J
is in H°°; in fact, U/H«,< 1.
We claim that

(5) feD;
(6) [/] = D, i.e. / is cyclic in D;
(7) / is continuous on A;

(8) Z(f) = E;
and thus Theorem B is proved.
To prove (5) observe that /'(z)

= f(z) £ <p'n(z). Since / E #°° and £ <Pn <ED

it follows easily that / G D.
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To verify (6) let Fn(z) = exp(-J2n>N(pn(z)).
Since exp(<£>„) is analytic
neighborhood of A one shows without difficulty that

-Í5

on a

IV

FN = ]\exp(<pn)-fe[f].
n=l

It is easily checked that limjv^«) \\Fn —1|| = 0. Thus 1 G [/] and it follows that /
is cyclic.
To check (7) and (8) we show first that
CO

oo

Vfa)= XI Re(v?n(z))
= Yl U"fanZ)
n=l

n=l

is continuous in the extended sense on A. If zn. G A and is a positive distance
E, i.e. dist[zo, E] > 0, then it follows that for n sufficiently large

from

dist[r„z, /„] > 6 > 0
for all points z in some open ball centered at zq. Thus,

tUA= f >°eirAsr**.(•>
< ("»I\)
Kll = (Ht)
cap(/J.
r„z — e20|
\
of
\
6
The Weierstrass M-test implies that t; is continuous in a neighborhood of zqNext, for zo G E it follows from the choice of r„ that v(zq) = oo. Since Re ¡pn
is continuous at zo and Re <pn(zo) > 5, there is a ball ß(zo,e) centered at zq of
radius e such that z G Af)B(zo, e) implies Re <pn(z) > \ for n = 1,2,..., N, where
N has been chosen beforehand. Thus v(z) > N/4 for |z - zo| < £. This shows that

lim v(z) — <x>,

z G A,

Z—»20

that is, v is continuous in the extended sense.
The calculations above show that |/| = e~v is continuous on A and that Z(f) —
E. To show / is continuous on A we need therefore only check continuity at
eit g T\E. Let 7t be the line segment from 0 to rnelt and let d/dn denote the
outer normal derivative. Then

dJ^\dz\
•iit

A« ldnJin 1°Stz-liî^W

dz\,

and

|ü:(rB¿«)|<

/

/

•'Tt Jin

ï—£-^^„(0)1
\Z

e

I

2c||<7„||

dz| < dist[e¿í,£]

for n sufficiently large. Since J2 \\°~n\\ < oo it follows that J2^n 1S continuous at
git e rp^ß ancj the proof is complete.
We wish to make two remarks:
(1) A modification of the above proof of cyclicity can yield that Carleson's original examples (see [2, Theorem 4]) are cyclic in D. Of course, these examples may
not necessarily be continuous in A.
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(2) If Da, 0 < a < 1, is the Hubert space of analytic functions for which
ll/ll2 = Y2n°=o(n + l)al/(n)l2
's finite, then by using a suitable Bessel capacity
instead of logarithmic capacity, one can prove theorems for Da corresponding to
[1, Theorem 5] and Theorem B of this note.
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